AUSTRIA UNDERTAKES FURTHER LIBERALIZATION OF IMPORTS

The Austrian authorities have informed the Executive Secretary, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, that a further list of commodities will be liberalized in relation to GATT countries, as from 1 June 1964.

The new list, which comprises some seventy tariff positions, includes the following: specified bulbs and cut flowers; margarine, macaroni, spaghetti and similar products; pastry and cakes; marble slabs; specified mineral oils; certain inorganic and organic chemicals; artists' colours; specified chemical products; certain artificial resins and plastic materials; travel goods such as trunks and suitcases; articles of basketwork; paper bags and other packing containers; flax yarn and woven fabrics of flax; specified velvets (corduroys) of cotton; certain twine, cordage and ropes; specified gloves; footwear of certain types; felt hats; artificial flowers; certain glazed wall tiles; specified glass mirrors; articles of jewellery; iron or steel casks and drums; iron or steel stoves; locks; crown corks; telephonic apparatus; motor cycles; mattresses, quilts, cushions; various toys; slide fasteners; pencils.
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